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Most gas pipelines have been buried for many years, and it is difficult to assess their 
safety. In some locations, gas pipeline breaks have had severe economic and social 
consequences. The severity of the consequences increases with the number of people 
exposed. For these reasons, risk assessment for gas pipeline systems hould consider both 
prediction of damage occurrence and estimation of the economic and social impacts. In 
this paper, a new measure denoted the H index is introduced to assess the magnitude of
gas accidents. In order to examine the correlation between the magnitude ofaccidents and 
the pipeline attributes, including the environment, fuzzy component analysis is 
developed. The paper presents a procedure based on linguistic variables to evaluate the 
main characteristics for each accident. The main conclusion obtained through this 
investigation is based on the fact that fuzzy component analysis makes it possible to 
analyze uncategorized factors and to use linguistic variables in a quantitative way. Data 
from actual accidents in Japan are used to illustrate the approach. 
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The knowledge-based control of autonomous vehicles allows efficient hierarchical 
structures that utilize linguistic sensory data at various levels of resolution and exactness. 
This is mainly due to the fact that the control is based on a collection of rules rather than 
on an analytical controller. Each rule in the controller prescribes the control for a specific 
situation. The applicability of a rule in an observed situation involves inexactness, which 
is modeled using fuzzy sets. The control rules can be obtained analytically, experimen- 
tally, or from an expert. All of these approaches involve certainty levels of possible 
control commands, and the rule bases can best be represented as fuzzy relations. 
The combination of uncertainties in the rules and observations gives rise to an 
inference mechanism based on the extension principle. Although computationally 
straightforward, the sequential max and min operations involved in the inferencing are 
too time-consuming and may prohibit real-time operation. In this paper, two architectures 
for the parallel computation f max-rain operations are described and their applicabilities 
to rule-based control are compared. 
